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About This Game

IHF Handball Challenge 2012 is the handball action game sports fans have been waiting for many years. In this action-
packed official IHF game, up to 5 players can experience the fascinating sport of handball and fight for national and

international trophies. The best leagues of the world, the TOYOTA Handball-Bundesliga including 2nd league, the Spanish Liga
ASOBAL and the IHF World Championship have been officially licensed.

IHF Handball Challenge 12 is presented by international Handballstars Nikola Karabatic (World Champion and Most valuable
player 2011), Filip Jicha (World Handball Player 2010) und Dominik Klein (Winner Champions-League 2010)

IHF Handball Challenge 2012 offers 4 different game modes. Fans can replay the complete world championship 2011 in
Sweden. All players have 11 different skills that have direct impact on the game.

Fast breaks, spectacular moves and pure emotions are some of the key elements that make handball the second most popular
team sport in Europe. Handball Challenge combines successful features from well-known videogame franchises with highly

innovative game play elements, thus creating a completely new sports game series.

Features:

The first fully playable handball action game ever!

Officially licensed by the TOYOTA Handball-Bundesliga, the Liga ASOBAL and the International Handball Federation
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Extensive player editor

4 game modes

Multiplayer up to 5 players

90+ original top teams
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Title: IHF Handball Challenge 12
Genre: Sports
Developer:
Neutron Games
Publisher:
Libredia
Release Date: 28 Nov, 2011

 a09c17d780 

English,Italian,German,Danish,Hungarian,Portuguese
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Finally a sports game that isn't of footbal or basketball.. The game technically is poor and no multiplayer. Good songs but bad
game... poor gaem. no multipalyer.. The whole game feels like its running in slow motion and simply plays awful.. This is a let
down, it's a dull game that's buggy every time you start playing. don't buy :(. Have to agree with one of the previous reviewers. A
controller makes this a much more fun game. If you don't know what handball is it's a combination of basketball and hockey.
It's a very exciting sport to watch if you have the chance. The game replicates the strategy and general movements fairly well for
a low budget game. If you understand the sport, it's very easy to get into. If you don't. It's really not an incredibly complicated
game. It can be fun but it's not a very deep game when it comes to franchise or other modes. I hear IHF 14 is coming out soon.
If you can get this while it's on sale then do it. But if you have the patience and depending on how much IHF 14 costs or the
improvements it includes when it actually comes out. I can recommend this or not. It all depends on how much you want a
handball game vs how much it costs when you can get it.. Crap,,, funny for 1 games and the fun is gone for ever... with that
being sad if u want to love this game ,, dont ever play it,, u wont spoil ur passion for handball ;). Amazing game besides
comparing this to other sport titles released the same year.

Pros:
-Really enjoyable
-Easy to get into
-Good handball overview and gameplay
-Decent quality
-Nice 00s sports games music
-Local multiplayer and coop against AI or friends.
-Great tutorials and challenges
-Great game on such low budget
-Great prize (3.99\u20ac) for much game and entertainment
-A fun and neat old-school* game to enjoy for handball fans

Cons:
-No announcers
-Not all major leagues in handball
-No spin shot
-Limited customization in tactics
-Limited game modes
-No online multiplayer
-Server seems down so you can't create or save any progress for your character
-* Poor mechanics, poor graphics, poor flow compared to any other sport title released in 2011, it's in other words not old-
school as in say FIFA 01, NHL 01 or early MVP Baseball, but it has an old-school feel to it which I think is very enjoyable and
brings me back to the best sports games.

I had to spend a few hours with this game and the far inferior IHF Handball Challenge 14, comparing them, watching videos
and getting used to the plays and controls before getting into it but after that I fell in love. Despite looking like a game that was
released in '99 with updated graphics, therefore not comparable with ANY other sports title released at the time (or for the last
ten years) it's actually a very good game.

It has many nice aspects of the game of handball and you'll get into it really fast and keep evolving and using different
approaches and strategies. Well balanced AI and relatively real scenarios and defensive approaches. And to make a game like
this with the budget they had it's actually quite an accomplishment. I was really skeptical at first, mostly because of the graphics
and mechanics, but after looking past the fact that it was released in 2011 and not 2001 I couldn't stop playing it. A really nice
old-school feel to it.

I would recommend this game to everyone, because of the cheap prize and because handball is a great and challenging sport, but
if you're already a handball fan and doesn't compare this to FIFA, NBA 2K, NHL, Madden or MLB The Show you'll have a
blast.. The graphics are dated, but for the only handball game out there it is a great buy for the sport lover. I have heard of the
game before while living in Europe, but never understood it. This game is light hearted fun, and I have enjoyed playing and will
for some time to come. If you are looking for something like Madden or 2k Sports depth and quality you will be disapointed.
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However, if you just want to have a little fun playing a sports game that is a little different, this is the one to get. I look forawrd
to playing it a little more over the coming weeks.. thought it was dogeball still fun tho
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Definitely, interesting concept... Its a good buy for a sport fan, especially now, when its on sale. You will need a controller, its
possible to play with the keyboard (and win), but controller would give that much more better experience. There is a rules
learning curve if you don't know Handball rules, but even thought its a lot of fun. I would recommend this to players who enjoy
sport games, but probably not to the regular gamers.
The only thing that is missing in my opinion is commentators, I am really used to hear Martin Tyler and Alan Smith (FIFA).
Okay, I'm not a handball fan. I tend to watch a few matches during the olympics, so I did have a general idea what it is about. I
like playing sports games when the pace is good and gameplay is fluid (football, ice hockey and naseball even though it's a bit
static sport). This game was on sale, so I figured to pick it up. There are not that many good sports games on PC after all.

The gameplay reminds me a bit of basketball. Which is not a good thing for me at least. You go on offense, all the enemy
players are in front of the goal, you pass around and try to find a hole in the defense. When you find a hole (doesn't
usually take too many passes) you run and do a jumpshot into opposite top corner. This will more often than not result
in a goal. You can feint or lob the ball, but why should you when shooting into top corner gives you a goal 90% of the
time? And the shooters in the game tend to be really good. They will shoot where your cursor is. Stats don't seem to
make much difference.

Defensive play is straight out of basketball too. You can jump to block a shot, you can "grab" and hold a player and
you can shove a bit. If you like sports that have impacts, this isn't really one of them. It wouldn't be a problem, if it
wasn't easily exploitable. By grabbing the opponent, then quickly shoving him you can start an endless grab\/shove loop
by alternating the two buttons. Opponent will eventually receive "Passive Play" penalty and you get the ball. Riveting.

Default setting for game speed is slow. I have no idea why. I set it on "Fast" and the game was a lot more interesting
already. Offense is way more polished. Shooting is spot on, but passing is a bit clumsy at times. You can only pass to
the player that has a grey circle under them. This usually works fine, but sometimes when you need to make a quick
pass to someone else than that, the player will still receive the ball even though your left stick is pointed to opposite
direction. Animation quality is... passable I guess. Sometimes the ball mysteriously teleports into goalie's hands, maybe
because of lack of animations. Graphics are okay even though the players look a bit "generic".

I don't know, if it's fair to compare this game to EA sports and other sports game companies, but replays are more or
less an industry stantard by now. Lack of them in a '12 game is not very appealing.

There are four modes. Friendly game where you pick the both teams and jump into game. World Championships
which is what you'd expect. You pick one international team and play a tournament. Again, pretty basic stuff. Game
has a large number of international teams. Training camp, which is apparently some collectionof minigames and stuff
like that. You need to be online when playing it or your data doesn't save and my game crashes when I try to register an
online account. I more or less skipped it.

My biggest let disappointment in the game is league mode. What do you do in league? You pick a team (from germany,
spain or "rest of the world"), you play a match and then you play some more matches. There are no transfers or any
sort of development like that. It's like playing friendly matches, except that you can't choose the opponent and the
game keeps a track of your wins\/loses. Not really what I expected. I figured it wouldn't have a "dynasty mode" kind of
thing, but it doesn't really have any kind of thing. User interface and soundtrack are okay.

I can't really recommend this game to anyone. For sports fans, there isn't much for you and for handball fans there is
IHF 14 coming out in 2 weeks with updated rosters and whatnot. It's apparently by a different development team, so
maybe they have a fresh take on game.

Here's some gameplay I filmed, if someone is interested:
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=241991399. It is a very limited and somewhat flawed game, but it is
a fairly cheap and fun handball experience, so I do recommend (especially if it's on sale).. Have to agree with one of the
previous reviewers. A controller makes this a much more fun game. If you don't know what handball is it's a combination of
basketball and hockey. It's a very exciting sport to watch if you have the chance. The game replicates the strategy and general
movements fairly well for a low budget game. If you understand the sport, it's very easy to get into. If you don't. It's really not an
incredibly complicated game. It can be fun but it's not a very deep game when it comes to franchise or other modes. I hear IHF
14 is coming out soon. If you can get this while it's on sale then do it. But if you have the patience and depending on how much
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IHF 14 costs or the improvements it includes when it actually comes out. I can recommend this or not. It all depends on how
much you want a handball game vs how much it costs when you can get it.. yeah if you like handball this game would not make
you proud
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